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It's time to break out of the box: the traditional 3x3 puzzle box, that is! This assortment of engaging

and challenging variants takes sudoku up a notch. The creative twists include overlapping and

unusually shaped grids, special rules that make solvers up their game, and even super-large

sudoku for an extra-fun experience.
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Amazing Sudoku Variants continues the Conceptis Puzzles series of Sudoku Variants, this is the

third and latest. No surprises here, more of the same which is fine with me since I enjoy these

puzzles very much.I tired of plain vanilla sudoku no matter the difficulty level, they are just plain

boring to me and I refuse to do them anymore. But the variant puzzles contained in this series are

interesting, with various difficulty levels and are well thought out. For me the best sudoku is one

where I think I am stuck at a point, then find something to allow me to go on, then something else

again, and so on, until I finish the puzzle. The easiest ones here are easy but still clever and give

you guiadance to do the more difficult ones to come.There are seven types: Mega, Irregular, Odd

and Even, Diagonal, Diagonal Odd and Even, Killer, Multi-Sudoku which combine two types, each is

explained at the beginning of the book. Includes 12x12 irregular and 12x12 box, 6x6 irregular, the

rest are 9x9 types with Multi combining irregular with odd, or diagonal with diagonal, etc. Multi can

include two to three overlapping sudoku. A nice selection for a low cost, highly recommended.

This is the third collection of Sudoku variants by Conceptis and it's just as good as the earlier books.

It's got tremendous variety with some types of puzzles I've seen nowhere else. It contains jigsaw,



large jigsaw, extreme (X), samurai or flower and odd or even (Shaded boxes must have only odd or

even numbers). There is also sum-doku and ken ken. Then, a nice twist: they combine these

different types in one puzzle so you might get a jigsaw-even puzzle or an extrme-odd puzzle. The

variety make for a very entertaining collection.

This is the second of the Sudoku Variants that I bought for my husband and he thinks it's great, just

as good as the first one. He loves to do the different types of Sudoku and the more difficult ones.

My favorite Sudoku book. Many challenges, but not killing like Killer Sudoku. Will continue to order

this one as I seem to go thru them fast,The best Sudoku book I have found, Again, thank you ,

Again, great puzzles. Use an erasable pen so would like the paper to be smoother, but still very

great puzzles.

This has the same variations as earlier editions, but the puzzles are somewhat more challenging.

Every sudoku enthusiast should try them.

Lots of different kinds of puzzles but was disappointed that none are 16x16. If you like brain teasers

you will love it!!

I enjoyed the variety and the difficulty of the puzzles. I'll be looking for another book like this.
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